
 

English I PreAP Summer Reading Project 

  

  Your Summer Project will consist of three parts:  

1. Visual Representation (30 points) 

2. Annotations (30 points) 

3. In class Literary Response essay (40 points) 

 The literary response essay will be done in class using the        

annotations that were created during the summer.  

* Summer reading is due on September 8, 2017  

 

1. Visual Representation: 30 points) 

Using a PowerPoint, Prezi, or 8x11 poster or cardstock (one for 

each image, quote, and meme) create a visual representation for 
the novel. Even though the text may not directly provide the 

details necessary to create this project, it is your responsibility to 
make inferences. Be creative and provide material in good taste. 

The presentation must include the following: 

-5 pictures related to theme or topic your chosen character enjoys or cares 

about  

 Add a 20 word or less caption for each picture/image 

-5 quotes from the text that relates to theme and/or character traits  

 Add page number 

-5 images of subjects, objects, and/or tools that would help Equality 7-2521 

become a true scholar. Infer what the tools may be- do not use tools that he 
already possesses or acquires in the book.   BE CREATIVE 

 Add a 20 word or less rationale for each subject, object, or tool you 

present. These may be abstract and/or physical objects.  

-5 memes that represent some aspect of the novel 

You may use pre-existing images; however, the text must be original or 
newly created by you

Consider the following as 

you create your visual: 

o Characterization- 

(personality traits of 

key characters and 

how they contribute 

to the overall theme 

of the book) 

Look for -character actions, 

character inactions, character 

beliefs, character thoughts 

and what other characters 

say about them, etc.  

         Themes to consider 

o The role of 

education (pursuit of 

knowledge) 

o Identity 

o Individualism  

o Fear 

o Light, darkness 

o Love, friendship, 

loyalty 

 



2. Annotations (30 points)   

Select a total of three pages from the book to annotate and reflect. You may write directly in the 

book. [Annotations are notes, thoughts, and questions about your reading—the better the notes, the 
more prepared you will be for your final essay.] 

  
You must select one page per chapter range to 

annotate----- 

One page from chapters 1-4 

One page from chapters 5-8 

One page from chapters 9-12 

Be sure to select meaningful pages in order to 

demonstrate understanding and guide reflection. 

 

 

Sample Annotations 

  

              3.  In class Literary Response essay (40 points) 

The literary response essay will be completed in class during the 

second week of school and using the annotations that you 

created during the summer.  

 

Note: You will be using annotations 

to drive your literary response essay. 

Be intentional. You are not limited 

to only three pages of annotations- 

feel free to write all over the book 

as this will give you plenty of 

material for your in class essay. 


